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Tree methods have been studied extensively for their effectiveness in pricing American options
and other path dependent derivatives. However, when applied to stochastic volatility models,
these lattice methods often become less viable due to the difficulty of constructing trees that
exhibit recombination. In this paper, we present a recombining stochastic volatility tree method
using the Hull and White (1994) trinomial tree embedded into a Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979)
binomial tree for stock option pricing. We will show that this approach efficiently prices
American options and accurately captures the volatility smile observed in the market.
Keywords: Hull and White, binomial tree, trinomial tree, option pricing, stochastic volatility

Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
One of the first reliable valuation models for the value of an equity option was the Black-Scholes
model. One of the biggest assumptions of the Black-Scholes model is that the volatility of the
option's underlying asset is constant. However, this assumption quickly changed after the market
crash of 1987 showed that the implied volatilities of stocks are not constant, but instead resemble
“smiles” or “smirks.” Academics and traders alike both realized that by using non-constant
volatility models, they could capture these volatility surfaces.
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One of the methods they used to address this issue of non-constant volatility was to
calculate options prices using the stochastic differential equation (SDE) following a standard
model for geometric Brownian motion:
𝑑𝑆! = 𝜇𝑆! 𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎! 𝑆! 𝑑𝑊! ,

(1)

where 𝑆! is the stock price at time t, 𝜇 is the drift rate (expected return), {𝑊! , 𝑡 ≥ 0} is a standard
Wiener process, and {𝜎! , 𝑡 ≥ 0} is the stochastic volatility process, according to Hull [9].
However, there are difficulties with this approach. Since volatility is not directly
observed, estimation of parameters for the model is not completely straightforward. In addition,
because stochastic volatility creates incomplete markets, the option cannot be perfectly hedged
with just the underlying asset; one instead must estimate a volatility risk premium, which causes
the model to be difficult to calibrate.
Hull and White [10] suggested a particular model (that we utilize for stochastic volatility)
that builds a trinomial tree to approximate the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process for mean-reverting
interest rates. We can use this same model to expand this method to mean-reverting stochastic
volatility, which we can characterize by the following SDE:
𝑑𝜎! = 𝛼 𝑚 − 𝜎! 𝑑𝑡 + 𝛽𝑑𝑊!∗ ,

(2)

where {𝜎! , 𝑡 ≥ 0} is the volatility at t, 𝛼 is the mean reversion rate, m is the mean volatility value,
{𝑊!∗ , 𝑡 ≥ 0} is a standard Brownian motion different from the 𝑊! from equation (1), and 𝛽 is the
“volatility of the volatility.” This one-factor stochastic volatility trinomial tree will be explained
in detail in Section 2.
Our goal is to show that the combination of Hull and White's procedure for constructing
trinomial trees for stochastic volatility with a simple binomial option pricing tree is not only
viable due to recombination, but also applicable to various classes of options. We will describe
this technique, analyze it in detail, show that the method has strong performance, and explore
applications of the method.

1.2 Background
1.2.1 Stochastic Volatility
Stochastic volatility arose from a need to correct the shortcomings of the Black-Scholes model.
The Black-Scholes formula states that there is a unique volatility across all options on the same
underlying asset. However, empirical data shows that implied volatility is instead a function of
strike price and maturity; implied volatility is often the least at-the-money (it increases as the
strike changes in either direction) and increasing maturity usually decreases implied volatility [5].
The idea of non-constant volatility was realized decades ago by Mandelbrot (1963) and
Fama (1965). Even Black and Scholes (1972) wrote while developing their model that “...there is
evidence of nonstationarity in the variance. More work must be done to predict variances using
the information available.” Academia and industry practitioners alike knew that in a general
sense, time-varying volatility would bring finance applications closer to empirical reality, which
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would in turn provide people with better understanding of markets in order to make not only
theories and models, but also trading decisions.
These stochastic volatility models enjoyed wide success in both academia and in the
finance industry because of several desirable factors. First, the distribution of 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝑆! − 𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝑆!
for SV models is not Gaussian (as in Black-Scholes), but instead exhibits fat tails consistent with
empirical observations. Second, stochastic volatility models can simulate the negative correlation
between Brownian motions that drive the asset price and volatility processes, which is a realistic
industry occurrence often called the leverage effect. Lastly, these models can reproduce many
features of an empirical volatility surface, including negative at-the-money skew and volatility
smiles. As a result, stochastic volatility models are often the standard in industry for option
valuation today.

1.2.2 Tree Methods
The first tree model for option valuation was the binomial option pricing model, proposed by
Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein [4] in 1979. Since the development of this binomial tree method,
many similar tree-based (or lattice) approaches to option valuation have been discussed in
academia. The general concept of a tree model is that the method divides time between 𝑇 = 0
and the option’s expiration into N discrete periods. At a particular time 𝑁 = 𝑛, a binomial tree
has a finite number of outcomes at time 𝑛 + 1 such that every possible change in the “state of the
world” between the two periods is captured in branches. The tree then iterates this process on
every path between 𝑛 = 0 and 𝑛 = 𝑁, estimating probabilities for every path. Finally, the values
and probabilities are calculated backwards through the lattice until the value of the option at
𝑇 = 0 is found.
The strengths of lattice-based option pricing techniques extend beyond the fact that one
can visually analyze branches and nodes of a tree. Tree methods are particularly useful for
pricing American options and path-dependent options; in fact, a few minor changes can add
these layers of complexity to vanilla options whereas explicit solutions and numerical methods
for pricing these types of derivatives are much more complicated. Computationally, trees are also
often less time-intensive compared to simulation. However, tree methods also have weaknesses
that we attempt to address in this paper. When a tree is particularly complex, recombination is
often difficult or infeasible, making the backward calculation time-consuming if not impossible.
In addition, trees tend to have quadratic or higher run times with respect to 𝑁, causing less
discretized lattices to have large calculation times. We address the first issue by the particular SV
tree used in this paper; in fact, recombination is one of its greatest strengths. We will explore the
run time issue in Section 6.

1.3 Hull and White's Trinomial Tree for Interest Rates
One commonly used stochastic volatility model is the mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process (from equation (2)). Using this SDE, John C. Hull and Alan White developed a trinomial
branching method to fit interest rate term structures. One of the more important results of the
Hull & White method is that the trinomial lattice is capped in size because the drift of the
stochastic process is mean reverting.
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Hull and White's approach utilizes a trinomial tree that has three branches at each node
representing interest rates (instead, we will use each node to represent a volatility state). The
method then uses the SDE 𝑑𝜎! = 𝛼 𝑚 − 𝜎! 𝑑𝑡 + 𝛽𝑑𝑊!∗ and assumes that 𝛼 and 𝛽 are given
parameters (see Section 3). The starting rate 𝑚, the time to maturity 𝑇, the number of periods 𝑁,
and a constant 𝑦 (specified by Hull and White [10]) are also inputted into the method.
!
Letting ∆𝑡 equal !, Hull and White suggest that the spacing between each interest rate
level in the tree is 𝑥 = 𝛽 𝑦∆𝑡. They also suggest that 𝑦 = 3, but we will discuss later why our
method does not use this value. Let 𝑛 be the period index from 1 to 𝑁 and 𝑗 be the index level of
the interest rate value in the tree. When the tree branches out at each time step 𝑛, the meanreversion is captured by one of three different trinomial branching types seen in Figure 1.
Depending on the branching type of the particular node, the probabilities for each branch, as seen
in Hull and White's paper, are also shown in Figure 1.
The recommendation by Hull and White is to switch to branching (c) in Figure 1 when
𝑗 ≥ 𝑗!"# :

!
!∆!

,

(3)

In equation (3) Hull and White [10] choose 2 𝑏 = 0.184. Intuitively, Hull and White also
recommend that the tree should switch to branching (b) in Figure 1 when
𝑗 ≤ 𝑗!"# ≔ −𝑗!"# .

(4)

Otherwise, the tree should be of branching type (a).

1.4 Other Stochastic Volatility Tree Methods
Even though the main strength of the H&W branching scheme for stochastic volatility trinomial
trees is that the branching probabilities stay positive, when high correlation between underlying
price and volatility is introduced (see Section 3.2), the probabilities in Figure 1 may be negative.
Tseng et al. [15] calls this the lattice feasibility problem and aims to resolve it in his paper. To
accomplish this, Tseng first showed that the maximum correlation that a trinomial lattice (or tree)
can accommodate is directly implied by the configuration of the lattice. By adjusting the size of
the grids in the tree, Tseng can create a tree that is feasible for a particular correlation range. In
addition, Tseng showed that 4 35 ≈ 0.676 is the maximum correlation value that a feasible
lattice can accommodate. However, one of the main consequences of this method (and one that
our technique overcomes) is that the lattice is non-recombining.
Beliaeva [1] covered many stochastic volatility tree techniques in her thesis from 2006.
Just as Tseng noted above, so too did Beliaeva note problems with negative probabilities when
correlation is introduced between the stock price process and the volatility process. However,
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We performed further analysis and found that the value of 𝑏 does not have a significant impact
on the method. Minimizing 𝑏 does decrease the computational time without cost to accuracy, but
since 𝑏 is already near the minimum value (see Section 2.1.3), we kept it at H&W's suggested
value.
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unlike Tseng, who used a “jump” parameter to solve this problem, Beliaeva uses a two
dimensional orthogonal transform for the stochastic volatility model. Beliaeva also describes two
other lattice-based procedures for option pricing (particularly American options) from literature.
Like Tseng's method above, none of the procedures utilize recombining trees. In fact, Beliaeva
claims that the recombination problem is the biggest issue with any stochastic volatility lattice or
tree method, because non-combining trees require an exponentially rising number of nodes.
Leisen (2000) [12] developed a tree method for approximating continuous-time stochastic
volatility models. This technique was general in the sense that it could be applied to different
models, including those of Hull and White (1987) [11], Chesney and Scott (1989) [2], Stein and
Stein (1991) [14], and Heston (1993) [8]. The lattice is constructed in a somewhat similar
fashion as our method: construct a one-dimensional grid for the volatility process and extend it to
a two-dimensional grid for the volatility/stock process. Therefore, each node of the twodimensional grid has eight successors. However, there are two main weaknesses of the Leisen
method compared to the Hull and White tree. First, there is no specific treatment of nodes that
are at zero or below zero. Second, due to the lack of recombination, the procedure has high
computational intensity, making it impractical if the number of time steps is too large.
Guan and Xiaoqiang (2001) [7] attempted to solve the recombination problem of
stochastic volatility trees by using a weighted-average interpolation of nearby option prices to
find the required options prices to calculate the tree. While node recombination is not an issue in
this method, Guan and Xiaoqiang identified that there are particularly large errors with this
method because of the interpolation, especially as term-to-maturity increases (since the
interpolation error multiplies over the life of the option). The authors avoid this problem by
focusing mainly on short term-to-maturity options.
Aside from the ones listed above, there exist other SV tree techniques in literature.
Florescu and Viens [6] in 2005 used an algorithm taken from genomics to estimate the stochastic
volatility distribution. They then construct a two-dimensional tree for each volatility level that is
recombining but computationally unmanageable on its own. To solve this problem, Florescu and
Viens select an n-sized bootstrap sample from the discrete volatility distribution and construct
many much smaller trees for these volatility levels. They then compute the option value at the
terminal nodes for each tree by using the usual binomial tree method, taking the average at the
end to estimate the stochastic volatility option price. Of course, as with any Monte Carlo method,
there exists a level of randomness (especially with a smaller bootstrap sample), a problem not
encountered by our recombining tree.
Liu [13] in 2008 developed a similar method to ours but used a regime-switching
volatility model instead of a stochastic volatility model. Regime-switching volatility models are
stochastic in the sense that the volatility process in such a model is “stochastic” (i.e. it varies
randomly in time). A regime-switching volatility model, however, utilizes a Markov chain to
dictate asset prices, and model parameters such as drift and volatility coefficients depend on the
Markov chain. Liu's technique also uses the binomial option pricing model to create a
recombining tree that grows linearly as the number of time steps increases. The paper also
demonstrates the method's strength in using a large N to accurately calculate option prices for
both European and American options. However, this paper indicates that although the tree grows
linearly with 𝑁 , a higher number of regimes (volatility states) makes computation times
impossibly high.
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2 Description of Method
Before presenting the option pricing tree method that is our focus, it is first necessary to review
stochastic volatility using Hull and White's trinomial tree approach. Then we will go over the
initial assumptions of the model, followed by the methods that generate the volatility states,
underlying prices, and option prices.

2.1 General Method
2.1.1 Approach and Assumptions
The main approach to this binomial-trinomial tree technique revolves around the possible prices
that the underlying can take after positing a stochastic volatility model. We make two important
assumptions for this method:
1. By choosing appropriate spacing between volatility states, we wish to minimize the
number of possible prices in order to decrease computation time.
2. In order to use the binomial option pricing model without need for interpolation and other
computationally intensive methods, we must make sure that the tree is recombining, even
with stochastic volatility.

2.1.2 H&W Trinomial Tree for Volatility
Using Hull and White's Trinomial Tree method for stochastic volatility is similar to the method's
original use for interest rates. In fact, the only parameter that changes is that m is no longer the
initial interest rate; it is now the initial volatility of the returns of the underlying asset of the
option. Using the Hull and White (1994) branching schemes and probabilities (Figure 1), we
create a trinomial tree of volatilities, which is stochastic due to the “volatility of the volatility” 𝛽
and is mean-reverting from the OU process.
However, when the method finds the option price at time zero, the volatility can be any
value in the range between 𝑗!"# and 𝑗!"# (i.e. the starting volatility could theoretically be at any
point in the range); therefore, a “tree” of volatilities (in the sense of starting at one node and
branching out) is not actually necessary. At any time 𝑛, the volatility of the underlying asset can
be any of the states between 𝑗!"# and 𝑗!"# . Therefore, all that is necessary for the method is a
list of all possible volatilities, which is easily created without using a tree by the following: the
volatility values are centered at 𝑚, are as high as 𝑚 + 𝑗!"# 𝑥 and are as low as 𝑚 + 𝑗!"# 𝑥 . With
Hull and White's method, we obtain this list of volatilities, which is crucial to actually pricing the
option using the binomial option pricing model.

2.1.3 Recombining with Volatility
To find the volatility values that recombine the tree, we first start with a value 𝑐, which is the
lowest possible volatility state, 𝑚 + 𝑗!"# 𝑥. Given that the tree must recombine, 𝑐 must be a
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multiple 𝑎 of the spacing between volatilities 𝑥 because of the up (𝑢 = 𝑒 !
(𝑑 = 𝑒 !! ∆! ) coefficients in the binomial option pricing model. That is,
𝑐 = 𝑚 + 𝑗!"# 𝑥 = 𝑚 − 𝑗!"# 𝑥 = 𝑎𝑥.

∆!

) and down

(5)

Solving for 𝑎 in equation (5) gives
𝑐=

!
!

− 𝑗!"# =

!
! !∆!

− 𝑗!"# ,

(6)

which indicates that 𝑚 must be a multiple of 𝑥 if the prices are to recombine. This means that
Hull and White's recommendation of 𝑦 = 3 will almost always be inadequate since we cannot
guarantee that 𝑚 is a multiple of 𝑥 if 𝑥 = 𝛽 3∆𝑡 (if 𝛽 and ∆𝑡 are given parameters). Instead, we
must find an acceptable and optimal value of 𝑦.
For 𝑦 to be acceptable in accordance to equation (6), it must satisfy the following
equation obtained from solving equation (6) for 𝑦:
𝑦=

!

!
!(!!!!"# )

(∆𝑡)!! .

(7)

But how do we select a value for 𝑎? First, note that from equation (5) that as 𝑎 increases, 𝑥 is
smaller relative to 𝑐, which means that there would be more nodes in the final step of the 𝑆! tree.
Then to optimize computation time, we know that 𝑎 must be as small as possible (while still at
least 1) in order to minimize the number of nodes. If there were no constraints on 𝑦, then we
could always achieve 𝑎 = 1. But Coulon [3] tells us of two constraints on 𝑦 in order for the
H&W probabilities to hold:
1.

!
!

< 𝑦 < 4, and
!

2. 1 − 1 − ! ≤ 𝑏 ≤

!

1 − !.

Equation (6) tells us that as 𝑦 increases, 𝑎 decreases. Therefore, the optimal value of 𝑦 is its
maximum value. To find this, we first set 𝑦 = 4 in equation (6) and find the ceiling function of
the resulting 𝑎 value. From this 𝑎 value, we then use equation (7) to find the value of 𝑦 that
minimizes computation time and recombines the tree (which should now be smaller than 4 since
the ceiling function increases 𝑎). With this value of 𝑦 and the other given parameters, Hull and
White's trinomial tree method can generate an acceptable list of possible volatilities for this
recombining tree.

2.1.4 Underlying Prices
The list of volatilities obtained in Section 2.1.2 gives insight on the possible prices for the
underlying asset throughout the binomial tree. First we want to write an expression for the largest
value in this list of prices. We start with the 𝑢 of starting volatility 𝜎! (which is equal to 𝑚 in this
case), 𝑢! = 𝑒 ! ∆! . Therefore, 𝑢! of volatility 𝑚 + 𝑗𝑥 is
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𝑢! = 𝑒 (!!!")

∆!

= 𝑢! 𝑒 !"

∆!

.

(8)

From this, the expression for the highest price is
𝑆 !"# = 𝑆! 𝑢! 𝑒 !!"# !

∆!

!

.

(9)

Likewise, replacing 𝑗!"# with 𝑗!"# in equation (9) gives us 𝑆 !"# , which is the lowest possible
price. In both cases, 𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑚𝑖𝑛 can be treated as positive and negative numbers, respectively,
representing the index of each price in the complete price list.
The total number of prices is determined by the size of the volatility list, by the equation
2𝑁

!
!

+ 𝑗!"# + 1,

(10)

where the 1 at the end is due to price 𝑆! .
From equation (9), we see that the value of the second highest price is
𝑆 !"# 𝑒 !!

∆!

.

(11)

We can then perform equation (11) repeatedly to generate the number of prices specified in
equation (10) to make the complete price list.

2.1.5 Option Price
After obtaining all of the possible prices of the underlying asset, calculating the option price is
simply a multi-period binomial model for option pricing with the addition of an extra dimension,
volatility (which is calculated at each step from the H&W probabilities from Figure 1). While
working backwards in the multi-period binomial tree (pricing by discounted risk-neutral
expectations), the option price at each node is just a modified form of the same equation for the
CRR binomial option pricing model:
𝑉!,!,! = 𝑒 !!∆! {𝑞! 𝑞𝑉!!!! ,!!!,!!! + 1 − 𝑞 𝑉!!!! ,!!!,!!!
+𝑞! 𝑞𝑉!!!! ,!!!,!!! + 1 − 𝑞 𝑉!!!! ,!!!,!!!
+𝑞! 𝑞𝑉!!!! ,!!!,!!! + 1 − 𝑞 𝑉!!!! ,!!!,!!! }.
In this equation,
•
•
•
•

	
  

𝑗 is the volatility index of the node.
𝑠 is the underlying price index.
𝑛 is the time period of the current node.
𝑞! , 𝑞! , and 𝑞! are the probabilities obtained from Hull and White's trinomial tree,
depending on the type of branching emanating from the current node (at 𝑗, 𝑛 and 𝑠).
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•

𝑞 is the risk neutral probability obtained from the CRR binomial option pricing model
𝑞=

•

•

! !∆! !!
!!!
!

, where 𝑢 and 𝑑 are obtained from the volatility state (using 𝑢 = 𝑒 !

∆!

and

𝑑 = !) of the current node.
𝑧! , 𝑧! , and 𝑧! depend on the branching type. If the node has type (a) (normal) branching,
𝑧! = 1,0, −1 . If the node has type (b) (lowest volatilities) branching, 𝑧! = 2,1,0 . If
the node has type (c) (highest volatilities) branching, 𝑧! = 0, −1, −2 .
!
𝛿 is a fixed increment ! + 𝑗!"# − 𝑗 + 1.

As the tree steps back using equation (12), it fills in the three-dimensional tree with options
!

!

prices as follows: 𝑆 !"# to 𝑆 !"# at 𝑛 = 𝑁, 𝑆 !"#! ! !!!"# to 𝑆 !"#! ! !!!"# at 𝑛 = 𝑁 − 1,
!

!

𝑆 !"#!! ! !!!"# to 𝑆 !"#!! ! !!!"# at 𝑛 = 𝑁 − 2, etc. Note that this method calculates some
“unreachable” nodes in the middle of the range; this will be analyzed in section 6.1. Once the
tree reaches 𝑛 = 0 (and 𝑇 = 0), the tree will have a list of initial option prices 𝑉! , one for each
possible volatility state.

3 Analysis and Performance
This section will discuss how different parameters--- 𝑦 and 𝑁 in particular---affect the
performance of the tree and the resulting option price. We will also study the effect of correlated
volatilities on the option price calculated by the tree technique. For consistency, we will use the
following Google call option (data from Yahoo! Finance [16]) to perform analysis for the rest of
this paper. The parameters are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mean-reversion rate: 𝛼 = 4
Volatility of volatility of returns: 𝛽 = 0.3
Mean volatility of returns: 𝑚 = 0.35161
!"#
Time (years) to expiry: 𝑇 = !"!

Number of periods in tree: 𝑁 = 30
Risk-free rate: 𝑟 = 0.0004
Initial price of stock: 𝑆! = 642.92
Strike price: 𝐾 = 650
Parameter suggested by H&W: 𝑏 = 0.184
Price of option calculated with above parameters: 𝑉! = 58.9845
Market price on 12/30/11 for reference: $51.10/$51.80

There is no market data available for the mean-reversion rate 𝛼 and the volatility of the volatility
𝛽, so we used the following algorithm to estimate the parameters for the method:
1. Analyze the historical volatility of the underlying asset and decide what would be a
!!

reasonable 95% confidence interval for volatility (since !! represents the long term
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variance of 𝜎! of the underlying asset [10]), and find a pair of 𝛼 and 𝛽 values that satisfy
this interval.
2. Generate the volatility smile as in Figure 5 and check if it is acceptable; if not, change 𝛼
and 𝛽 until a smooth volatility smile is seen.
3. Check the list of possible volatilities generated by the Hull and White trinomial tree for
zero and/or negative values. Adjust the parameters accordingly.
4. (Optional) After the first three conditions are met, increase 𝛼 and 𝛽 within a reasonable
range (assuming no market data) to decrease computation time.

3.1 Changing Parameters
As 𝑦 increases, the coefficient 𝑎 in 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑥 decreases; this in turn decreases the size of the
problem by reducing the number of possible prices that the underlying asset can reach. Further,
!
according to Coulon [3], one of the conditions that 𝑦 has to follow is ! < 𝑦 < 4. Since prices are
generally shown vertically in a binomial pricing tree, we will call this the “vertical size” of the
problem. If we drop assumption 1 (to minimize the size of the problem) and decrease 𝑦 to
observe its effects, 𝑦 must still stay in the above range. As an additional constraint, since the
values of 𝑦 must be such that its corresponding 𝑎 is an integer, there are only a few possible
!
values of 𝑦 that satisfy both this condition and ! < 𝑦 < 4. To observe the effects of changing 𝑦
on the computation time and the option price, we again use the call option on Google and use the
price obtained for the initial volatility state 𝑚 = 0.35161. The computational time is averaged
(across five runs) due to the fluctuations in the time it took for MATLAB to run the method.
From the table in Figure 2, we note that although 𝑦 does have a significant effect on computation
time (about 33% in the example), the computation time is the minimum when y is the largest,
which was our assumption to begin with. This is due to the fact that each increase in 𝑎 increases
the number of possible stock prices by a constant (40 in this case). Also, note that changing y
does not significantly change 𝑉! .
For 𝑁, the number of periods in the pricing model, it is intuitive that increasing 𝑁 would
increase the computation time because of the outward branching of binomial trees. Because the
size of 𝑁 is represented horizontally in such a tree, we will call this the “horizontal size” of the
problem. Again, using the same Google call option, we observe the effect of changing 𝑁 in the
middle plot in Figure 2. The graph shows that 𝑁 has a substantial effect on the technique's
computation time. From this analysis, it seems as if the tree runs in 𝑂 𝑁 ! time; for this
particular option, 𝑡 = 0.0002𝑁 ! − 0.0083𝑁 ! + 0.1514𝑁 − 0.6775 fits with an 𝑅! of 0.9928.
This is true because increasing 𝑁 increases the size of the tree in all three of its dimensions.
Firstly, the number of time steps obviously increases. Secondly, the number of volatility states
!
increases because since 𝑗!"# = !∆! , 𝑗!"# is inversely related to ∆𝑡, which means it increases
linearly with 𝑁. Lastly, increasing 𝑁 increases the number of possible prices linearly by the
!
equation 2𝑁 ! + 𝑗!"# + 1.
To better observe the effect of changing 𝑁 on 𝑉! , we decreased the increments between
each observation of 𝑁 to produce the bottom plot in Figure 2. From this figure, it is clear that as
𝑁 increases, 𝑉! converges---though it fluctuates due to the alternating effect of tree methods (see
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Section 6.2). The dark line represents the Black-Scholes price of the option, and the converging
price is higher than this value.
Now that we have analyzed the different effects of 𝑦 and 𝑁 on the vertical and horizontal
sizes of the problem, we can look to revise our assumptions from when we first described the
method. Although increasing 𝑦 to a value as close to 4 as possible does decrease the vertical size
of the problem, this effect is negligible in computation time when compared to decreasing 𝑁 to
decrease the horizontal size. This suggests that we may be able to decrease 𝑦 to improve other
aspects of the method, such as the price of 𝑉! . However, we also found that changing 𝑦 does not
actually cause significant variation in 𝑉! , so y may not play an important role in this problem.

3.2 Correlation
Many people working in finance would agree that volatility of an asset is not fully independent
of the asset; instead, it often increases as the price decreases. We observe this when 𝑊 and 𝑊 ∗
from the SDEs in this method are not independent. As such, to account for this correlation, we
adjust the Hull and White probabilities from Figure 1 with a value 𝜀 in order to factor in the
volatility's negative correlation with stock price:
𝑢
𝑑

𝜎!
𝑞! 𝑞 − 𝜀
𝑞! 1 − 𝑞 + 𝜀

𝜎!
𝑞! 𝑞
𝑞! (1 − 𝑞)

𝜎!
𝑞! 𝑞 + 𝜀
𝑞! 1 − 𝑞 − 𝜀

(13)
Here, 𝑞, 𝑞! , 𝑞! , 𝑞! are the same as those from the complete equation for the option price
(equation (12)).
Choosing this 𝜀 is somewhat arbitrary, but the main constraint is that after factoring it in,
the probabilities still have to stay in between zero and one. This is the lattice feasibility problem
discussed in Tseng et al.'s [15] two-factor method. So in order to pick 𝜀, we must calculate the
values from the table above and find the limiting factor (the probability that will most easily
break the range of zero to one). To expedite this process, Hull and White's [9] studies state that
the probabilities of the non-normal branching types (at 𝑗!"# and 𝑗!"# are the limiting factors in
this case. Therefore by calculating the extreme values for 𝑞, 𝑞! , 𝑞! , and 𝑞! , we can find the
highest possible 𝜀 for our Google call option across different 𝑁 values. With these 𝜀 values, we
perform analysis in the top plot of Figure 3 and note that adding correlation into our tree method
decreases 𝑉! across a wide range of 𝜀 values. This is intuitive because empirically, negative
correlation between an asset's volatility and its price decreases the price of a call option. Note
that as correlation increases, its effect on the price of the option also increases.
In this section, we presented a relatively narrow viewpoint of the effect of correlation on
the option. We will perform a more comprehensive analysis of correlation in Section 5.3, since
the effect of correlation is better visualized through the implied volatility curve.

3.3 Comparison to Monte Carlo Simulation
Another way to assess the quality of the solution of this method is to compare it to one of the
most commonly used methods of option valuation for stochastic volatility, Monte Carlo
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simulation. Again, this section uses the Google stock example. To perform the simulation, we
discretize the original two SDEs as follows:
∆𝑆! = 𝑟𝑆! ∆𝑡 + 𝜎! 𝑆! ∆𝑊! ,

(14)

where ∆𝑊! = ∆𝑡𝑍. 𝑍 is taken from a standard normal 𝑍~𝑁(0,1).
∆𝜎! = 𝛼 𝑚 − 𝜎! ∆𝑡 + 𝛽∆𝑊!∗ ,

(15)

where ∆𝑊!∗ = ∆𝑡𝑍 ∗ . 𝑍 ∗ is taken from a standard normal 𝑍 ∗ ~𝑁(0,1) that is independent of 𝑍.
From equation (14), we start with the given 𝑆! and 𝜎! = 𝑚 to calculate 𝑆! . Then we use
equation (15) to find 𝜎! , which is then paired with 𝑆! to find 𝑆! . We repeat this process until
𝑡 = 𝑇 to simulate one path of the underlying asset, with which we can calculate 𝑉! by
discounting the payoff of 𝑆! . After creating 𝑁 !"# paths, we find the option price by averaging
the discounted payoffs.
By using the Google call option from before, we analyzed the effect of the number of
simulations 𝑁 !"# on the run time and the price convergence of the option. We set 𝑁 = 50 since
that was largest 𝑁 used in the tree method. As the number of paths 𝑁 !"# increases, the
simulation time increases linearly. To better compare the price convergence of Monte Carlo
simulations and our recombining tree method, we plotted the prices of both methods against
computation time in the second plot Figure 3 (the black line again represents the Black-Scholes
price of the option), which shows an important result. The tree method strongly outperforms
Monte Carlo simulations of the option price when compared by computation time, in both
convergence speed and accuracy (since simulation produces different paths each time). Both
methods return an acceptable average (for simulation, this average is weighted by 𝑁 !"# ) value
over all of the points; simulation results in $58.75 and the tree results in $58.98. However, the
standard deviation for the tree method is $0.09, which is significantly smaller than the
simulation's $1.88. Note also that 𝑁 = 50 for all of the simulation results, while the tree here
only uses 𝑁 values ranging from 5 to 50 (in order to match the computation times as closely as
possible); this makes the result even more significant. Even at 𝑁 = 50 (the rightmost white
point), the stochastic volatility tree uses less than half of the computation time of the largest
simulation we sampled (𝑁 !"# = 15,000).
To further verify the pricing efficacy of the tree method, we ran a large simulation with
!"#
𝑁
= 1,000,000 and used this price as a benchmark for the “true” value of the Google option
given our inputs. The simulation returned a price of $58.76 with a 95% confidence interval of
($58.56, $58.97) whereas the tree method converged to roughly3 $58.90 well before 𝑁 even
!
reaches 50. However, since Monte Carlo simulation's error that decays at a rate of !"# (quite
!

slow), this is another instance of our tree method outperforming simulation. Combined, these
results show that the tree method is not only superior to the Monte Carlo simulation
computationally, but also is effective in correctly valuing options with a faster price convergence.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
Because of the alternating effect of tree methods (see Section 6.2), the tree method never truly
converges but instead jumps up and down (in very small amounts) around this price.
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4 American Options
American options are often difficult to price explicitly or via simulation because of the early
exercise decision. However, the recombining tree approach makes pricing American options
very straightforward: we merely have to check for an early exercise at each node calculated in
the option value tree. Therefore, the run time difference between American and European
options is negligible, and this is indeed one of the main reasons to use a tree method for
American options.

4.1 Validity
To test the validity of the technique when pricing American options, we refer back to the same
Google call option as before, except this time we will model it as an American option. Since
Google does not pay dividends, we can expect the prices of the call to be the same for both
American and European calls. For puts, we use the same parameters (the put also has a strike of
$650) as in the call and we now expect the American option to cost more than the European in
every starting volatility state because of the early exercise option. The stochastic volatility tree
confirms both hypotheses.

4.2 Optimal Exercise Boundary
Another important aspect of American options is the optimal exercise boundary. To study this,
we will use the same Google stock, but instead with a put option with strike 𝐾   =   $600 (other
parameters of the option stay the same). The first plot in Figure 4 shows the boundary with the
highest, lowest, and mean (𝑚) volatility states as 𝜎! . The second plot shows the results of
changing the volatility of the volatility, 𝛽. To avoid confusion, we only plot the boundary for
volatility 𝜎! = 𝑚 = 0.35161 for this case. These results make intuitive sense because at low
volatilities, one is more likely to exercise the put at a higher price since there is a smaller
probability that the stock price will fall deeper into the money. In addition the value of 𝛽 has a
small but noticeable effect on the early exercise boundary: an increase in the volatility of the
volatility does shift the boundary down slightly. In addition, it seems as if a higher 𝛽 leads to a
later optimal exercise boundary. This result is consistent with the theory behind stochastic
volatility models: stochastic volatility causes fatter tails in the distribution of log 𝑆! and
increasing 𝛽 can be thought of as making the process “more stochastic” since the volatility has a
larger range of values with increasing 𝛽. With these fatter tails, one is less likely to exercise an
American put early.

4.3 Correlation
As discussed in Section 3.2, correlation often plays a large role in stochastic volatility. To see
how this affects the American options, we plotted the optimal exercise boundaries for the same
put option from above with three different correlation levels (different 𝜀 values). Again, we only
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plot the boundary for volatility 𝜎! = 𝑚 = 0.35161 for each case. The third plot in Figure 4
shows that an increase in correlation shifts the optimal exercise boundary upward for this put
option; this is consistent with the effect of correlation in Section 3.2 decreasing the option price.

5 Implied Volatility Surface
Since options trading is so prevalent in the finance industry today, the implied volatility surface
of derivatives is becoming more and more important as a means for traders to predict the price of
an option as its parameters change. In this section, we will first show that our stochastic volatility
tree produces a volatility smile (which often appears empirically in markets) and then we will
analyze the effect of various parameters on the shape of the curve.

5.1 Volatility Smile
In the previous sections, we used an example of a real-world Google option to perform analysis.
Here, we will show the implied volatility curve (vs. strike) for the Google call. In the first plot of
Figure 5, the black line shows 𝑚, the initial (mean) volatility. The plot of implied volatility
against strike shows consistency with the market in three important ways that demonstrate the
strength of the stochastic volatility tree:
1. There is a clear volatility smile.
2. Implied volatility is the lowest at-the-money.
3. Implied volatility is always higher than 𝑚 due to the stochastic nature of the volatility.

5.2 Changing parameters
As discussed earlier, one of the factors we consider when choosing appropriate 𝛼 and 𝛽
parameters is whether or not the tree generates a smile with the chosen parameters. The second
plot of Figure 5 shows this effect with the Google stock call option. Holding 𝛼 constant at 4, we
decrease 𝛽 from 0.3 and observe the effects. As 𝛽 decreases, the volatility curve becomes less
erratic and approaches Black-Scholes; in fact at very low 𝛽, the mean-reversion of the tree even
pulls the volatility smile into a volatility “frown.” Another observation we can make is that as the
effect of 𝛽 decreases, the alternating effect of tree methods (Section 6.2) is more apparent.
Another value that affects the shape of the volatility curve is the number of time steps 𝑁.
The first plot of Figure 6 shows the effect of three different 𝑁 values on implied volatility. It is
apparent that the volatility smile becomes steeper as 𝑁 increases. This occurs because increasing
𝑁 decreases ∆𝑡, which increases 𝑗!"# which causes more extreme volatility states; this gives the
log 𝑆! distribution even fatter tails. Another effect of increasing 𝑁 is the diminishing of the
alternating effect of tree methods (this smoothens the volatility smile). This is especially
apparent near the at-the-money strike, as we can see from the 𝑁 = 15 plot. These results show
that 𝑁 is not a parameter like the ones above, since very low values of 𝑁 yields a poor model
with our tree method.
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5.3 Correlation
Section 3.2 showed us that correlation had a substantial effect on the price of the option, so we
can expect the same effect to carry over to the implied volatility curve. A comparison of the
original smile and one with the maximum correlation (as calculated in Section 3.2) is shown in
the second plot of Figure 6.
In Section 3.2, we only looked at the effect of correlation on a call with a strike 𝐾 = 650.
This plot presents a better representation of why the price of the option decreased at that
particular strike. However, the graph also shows that for calls with lower strikes (below 𝐾 =
620), correlation actually increases the price of the option and makes the smile steeper. This is
consistent with the empirical data on the negative correlation between strike and volatility:
volatility tends to increase as the strike decreases, and vice versa.

6 Further Study
Finally, in this section, we will look at how the method could possibly be improved, followed by
other applications of the technique.

6.1 Computation Optimization by “Gaps”
In any method for options pricing (and in most other fields), computation speed is of utmost
importance due to the fast-paced nature of markets. With this particular method, there is one
aspect that can potentially be improved because it causes unnecessary calculations when pricing
an option. To thoroughly explain this, we present the following example:
1. A stock starts at price 𝑆! and there are three possible volatilities at each time step. The
complete price array consists of all values, inclusive, between 𝑆 !"# and 𝑆 !"# .
2. The volatilities are such that at step 𝑛 = 1, the possible prices for 𝑆! are 𝑆! , 𝑆!!! ,  𝑆!!!
for up states and 𝑆! , 𝑆!!! ,  𝑆!!! for down states. It is apparent that if 𝑗 > 0, then there are
“gaps” between the possible prices at 𝑛 = 1 where 𝑆! cannot possibly reach.
3. These gaps will decrease at every time step and eventually close if 𝑁 is large enough.
The recombining tree technique does not take these gaps into account. Instead, it merely
truncates the price array at the top and bottom with each step backwards in time. Therefore, at
the earlier time steps, the method may calculate option prices for nodes in the middle of the tree
that are not actually reachable by the underlying price tree. If this calculation time is significant,
it could impact the total run time of the tree technique. To better observe how much these gaps
matter, the first two plots of Figure 7 show the total number of possible prices at each step of
pricing the Google call option plotted along with how many prices the method actually calculates
(the first one is for normal parameters, the second is for a larger 𝑎).
In the first plot of Figure 7, periods 10 < 𝑁 ≤ 20 are omitted in order to better visually
observe the difference between the two lines. As expected, the gap in this case quickly closes and
the method only performs 19 (out of 7161 necessary calculations, or about 0.3%) more
calculations than necessary compared to the actual possible prices. However, if the coefficient 𝑎
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in 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑥 increases--that is, if 𝛽 decreases, we expect the gap to take longer to close. This result
is represented in the second plot of Figure 7 (note the scale is 1 < 𝑁 ≤ 20) for 𝛽 = 0.025
(instead of 0.1). In this case, we perform 1335 extra calculations (out of 21861, or about 6.1%),
which is significant enough to increase the run time.
We could not find a method to perform only the calculations required without sacrificing
the speed of the tree method described. In fact, the method to find the actual number of possible
prices was extremely computationally intensive and cannot be practically implemented for large
𝑁. At each period 𝑛, it branches out the prices from the previous period, removes the duplicates,
and repeats until it finds the complete price array at period 𝑁. Therefore, theoretically, the
method's computation time can be optimized more, but realistically, it may not be possible.

6.2 Alternating Effect of Tree Methods
One of the downsides of using any tree method for valuing derivatives is that the price of the
underlying asset is always, to some extent, discretized. Because of this, the strikes of such
options are never exact, and how close to the strike is to its closest price node at any given time
period 𝑁 = 𝑛 has a significant effect on the price of the option. This alternating effect can be
seen in the third plot of Figure 7, which shows how the price hits peaks and troughs depending
on whether 𝑁 is odd or even.
Even though this alternating effect exists in something as simple as a vanilla call option,
it is especially prevalent in barrier options, when an option can become worthless after hitting an
exact barrier 𝐵. When 𝐵 is close to 𝑆! , the significance of the alternating effect of tree methods
increases, since even a small “cushion” due to the closest price node not being exactly the value
of 𝐵 can change the probability of hitting the barrier by a considerable amount. One can think of
the magnitude of this undesirable effect as being proportional to the magnitude of the Gamma of
an option.
To overcome this weakness, we must increase the concentration of price nodes within a
set price range to make the tree as continuous as possible. Increasing 𝑁 alleviates this problem,
as we can see in the third plot of Figure 7; however, this has the high cost of increasing
computation time by an order of 𝑁 ! . Two other ways to reduce the alternating effect of tree
methods are decreasing 𝛼 and increasing 𝛽. While both mitigate the alternating effect of tree
methods, increasing 𝛽 has a much larger effect. In other words, this stochastic volatility tree
method performs better for assets with higher 𝛽. Decreasing 𝛼 from 10 to 4 while keeping 𝛽
constant barely decreases the amplitude of the alternating waves, whereas increasing 𝛽 from 0.3
to 0.4 has a significant effect on the size of the alternating effect. However, like 𝑁, changing 𝛼
and   𝛽 also has its costs. The parameters are important in determining how similar the underlying
asset is to a real-world asset, so changing them may affect whether or not such a mean-reversion
or volatility of volatility is realistic.

6.3 Other Applications and Conclusion
This recombining stochastic volatility tree method for options pricing presents results that are
competitive with more conventional methods such as Monte Carlo simulation in both speed and
accuracy. It has even more potential if the computation time is optimized in ways such as the one
presented in Section 6.1. In addition, further analysis showed that the tree method accurately
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estimates the Greeks and options prices for first generation exotic options. We also performed
successful analysis with commodities options by implementing a mean-reverting price (in
addition to a mean-reverting volatility) stochastic volatility tree, since unlike traditional financial
assets, commodity spot prices are often assumed to mean-revert. This extension came with the
added benefit of improved computation speed because the number of nodes grew more slowly
with increased 𝑁.
Since Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein showed that a tree model was a reasonable way to value
financial derivatives, tree methods have been studied in great detail and more recently in
conjunction with stochastic volatility. Given the prevalence of option trading in financial markets
today, academics are constantly trying to find better and faster ways to value the derivatives.
Even though this method is limited by the same weaknesses that affect all tree methods for
option pricing, it shows its viability in the financial markets in its relatively fast computational
time as well as results that are consistent with well-known properties of stochastic volatility
models. With further research, this technique could be improved to be usable for a wider range of
parameters, a greater set of derivatives, and more general stochastic processes.
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Figure 1: Different H&W Trinomial Branches and Probabilities
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𝑦

𝑎

Time (sec)

Price at 𝑇 = 0 (𝑉! )

Number of Possible Stock Prices

3.603

1

2.240

$58.985

541

2.502

2

2.425

$58.986

601

1.838

3

2.616

$58.982

661

1.407

4

2.987

$58.976

721

Figure 2: Effect of Changing Parameters on Tree Method
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Figure 3: Correlation and Comparison to Monte Carlo Simulation
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Figure 4: Optimal Exercise Boundary of American Put for Varying 𝜎, 𝛽, and 𝜀
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Figure 5: Implied Volatility for Google Stock Option with Varying 𝛼 and 𝛽
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Figure 6: Implied Volatility vs. 𝑁 and Correlation
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Figure 7: Visual Representation of “Gaps” and the Alternating Effect
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